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No: BPS/BDPA(I)/M.Card/Review/2020                                                    dated 24

th
 September, 2020   

To: 

Shri Pravin Kumar Purwar, 

C.M.D. BSNL, 

Corporate Office, New Delhi. 

 

Sub:  (1) To Over All Review and modify BSNLMRS 2003 Policy with regards to Renewal of 

 BSNL Medical Identity Card each year by BSNL. 

 (2) To Extend Validity Period of BSNL Pensioners Medical Identity Card upto 31
st
 

 March,2021. 

 

Respected Sir: 

1. We write to invite your kind attention to the captioned rules/provision available in 

BSNLMRS 2003 since its inception, which reads as under:  

 
2. This rule was followed since its inception and though in past we had made numerous 

representations to your office to modify it suitably, but unfortunately it could not got your 

consideration. And despite many odds and inconvenience by the BSNL Pensioners, it was 

followed and is in force till date.  

 

3. In recent years, the Govt.of India have introduced numerous welfare measure to facilitate the 

social life of senior citizens and the BSNL Pensioners are also part and parcel of senior citizen 

group deserving similar facilities from BSNL Corporate Office. 

 

4. Unmindful of present precarious situation created by pandemic, your office had issued the 

orders for renewal of Medical Identity Cards as a routine measure. On our repeated 

representations and considering the present situation; and followed with the instructions from 

Govt. requesting Sr.Citizen to be confined in to their homes, these  instructions were to be 

relaxed for multiple time.  Now, realising gravity of  situation, as the period of renewal 

permitted by your office is over, some circles have utilising their own discrinary powers 
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extended the period of validiaty of medical identity  card for November 2020/31
st
 March 

2021.  

 

5. In the present situation, even the expert on the subject, are unable to predict improvement in 

situation in near future and govt. of India is daily/repeatedly requesting senior citizens to 

confine to their houses and not move out. 

 

6. We regret to write that on implementation of VRS-2019 scheme, all SSA Heads find it 

difficult to cope with their assigned work and the work of renewing Medical Idenity  Cards is 

not in their priority list; which consequently results into creation of multiple issues for BSNL 

Pensioners who visit the Offices for renwal purpose and have either to sit there for hours to 

gather or to come back home without renewal as concerned officer is on leave. The BSNL 

Pensioners insteading ventilating their grievance, turn their anguish towards Pensioners 

Associations to redress their grievance.  

 

UNDER THE SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES WE REQUEST YOU FOR FOLLOWING : 

 

A. To extend period of BSNL Pensioners Identity Card upto 31
st
 March, 2021, in other words,  it 

should be taken as deemed to have been renewed. 

 

B. We have strong and reasonable inkling that when the present Govt. is on mission to scrap 

number of old out dated rules which are of no use excepting creating avoidable hurdles. Here 

we feel that this rule should also  be scrapped/modified  that the Medical Identity Card issued 

to BSNL Pensioners will stand valid till he is alive and there will be no need for any renwal. 

 

C. This will save thousands of man hours and stationary which is being wasted and results in 

creating invoncenience and agony in the hearts of senior citizen who have served the 

Compamy for sizeable years of their service Period. We have been informed that such 

procedure already prevails in some Circle unofficially and naturally none is pointing out as it 

beneficial to Administration as well as BSNL Pensioners. We, therefore, request you to 

kindly consider our view, which is in competenancy of BSNL Board who had drawn the said 

rules and do not involve any financial liability.  

 

Hope due consideration will be accorded to our reasonable say, 

 

With Regards, 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

 

(D.D. MISTRY) 

Secretary PSU/BSNL 

Bharat Pensioner Samaj. 

 

Copy to: 

1. Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad, MOC, New Delhi. 

2. Dr. Jitendra Prasad, MOS, New Delhi. 

3. Shri Vadnerkar, Director (HR), BSNL, New Delhi. 

4. Smt, Seema Gupta,  Director, DOPPW, New Delhi. 

5. Shri Anshu Prakash, Secretary, DoT, New Delhi. 

 


